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What is an API?  API stands for Application Program Interface. This API can be used to minimize 

duplicate entry of ASQ data for organizations who use both ASQ Online and DAISEY. When used 

correctly, organizations can input ASQ-3 form data into ASQ Online, and those forms will be 

automatically created in the DAISEY system the following day. 

How to use the ASQ API: 

1. Edit a child profile in DAISEY. 

2. Fill out the Child’s ASQ Online ID question. The ID 

must be the same as the one in ASQ Online for this 

child.  

3. Double check the ID is correct.  If this ID is incorrect, 

either no ASQ forms or the wrong child’s ASQ forms 

may be pulled into DAISEY. 

4. Save these profile changes. 

Note: Follow these steps only once for each child. All future 

ASQ forms will be pulled based on this saved ASQ Child ID.  

Keep in mind:  

 The API works at the individual child level, not the 

organizational level. For each child that has ASQ data 

to transfer, that child’s ASQ online ID must be saved 

in his or her DAISEY profile.  

 This API will only transfer data for an organization if 

that organization is affiliated with the KU CPPR ASQ 

Enterprise account. If an organization uses their own 

account for ASQ Enterprise, the data will not be pulled 

into DAISEY. For more information on switching to the 

KU CPPR ASQ Enterprise account, please email our 

team at asq-cppr@ku.edu.  
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Timeline is important: Users will not see the effects of the API until the next day after ASQ Online 

IDs are entered into DAISEY profiles. Very early each morning, the DAISEY ASQ API will pull ASQ 

data entered for those children into ASQ Online within the past 24 hours. ASQ data entered into 

ASQ Online before the date the ASQ Online ID was added to the DAISEY child profile will not be 

pulled into DAISEY by the API. Therefore, it is recommended that you enter the child’s ASQ ID 

into the DAISEY profile as soon as that child has an ASQ Online ID.  

Note: To find the ASQ Online ID 

for each child, log into ASQ 

Online. Click “Child Profiles” in 

the top navigation bar. The ASQ 

Online ID is labeled as “Child ID” 

in the ASQ Online system (see 

screenshot below). 
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